HRExpress
Support and solutions from experts in
HR and employment law

CREATING A HAPPY AND ENGAGED
WORKFORCE IS CRITICAL TO
BUSINESS SUCCESS, HELPING TO
SUSTAIN GROWTH AND BOOST
COMPETITIVENESS.

“We are delighted with the
service we receive from
HRExpress and the ‘peace of
mind’ the team provides is
well worth the investment.”
Judith Yates, BPA

HRExpress gives you the
all-round, on-going support
you need to harness the
full potential of your people
and develop an effective,
productive workforce.
With our mix of specialist
services, HR expertise
and tailored guidance, we
can help to optimise your
workforce and maximise
your bottom line.

“Having been part of the
HRExpress scheme for 5 years,
it has been greatly appreciated
to have Stephens Scown ‘on tap’
to successfully and promptly
overcome any HR issues that may
have arisen. We have found this
service to be very efficient and cost
effective.”
Sarah Thomas, JTT

Make HR and employment law work for you

Build an HR strategy for success

At HRExpress, we take a proactive approach to
your people issues. Our experienced team have
both the legal and HR expertise to identify and
alleviate problems before they arise, whatever
the size and nature of your business. Here are
some of our ongoing services that can help your
business:

HRExpress is about putting in place and
maintaining an effective HR strategy underpinned
by a solid legal framework. With our help, your
business will be able to plan for the future in the
knowledge that you are following effective HR
practices and procedures.

• HR Helpline – swift, practical and 		
straightforward advice when you need it.

With HRExpress you always have the benefit of
strong advice, whatever challenges you face. We
will help you:

• Key document health check – keep your
contracts and handbook up-to-date.

• Deal with grievances, dismissals and 			
disciplinary matters.

• Dedicated team – personal service with
detailed knowledge of your needs.

• Handle issues regarding sickness, absence and
performance management.

• Template letters and documents – easily
incorporate legal safeguards into everyday
written communications.

• Carry out redundancies and restructuring.

• Employment Law Bulletin – regular best
practice updates.

• Manage flexible and remote working.

• Evaluate and manage requests for family leave.

• Avoid discrimination and equality problems.
With our experienced team and extensive
resources on your side, you will benefit from
effective solutions for your specific circumstances
and, unlike discussions with HR consultants which
may have to be divulged in tribunal, our advice
is legally privileged, which means the service is
confidential.

• Respond to whistleblowers.
Depending on which service level you choose,
we will also help you with TUPE advice, ACAS
negotiations, self-employed contractors,
settlement agreements and bespoke contracts.

“Working with the HRExpress team
at Stephens Scown has been super
easy. Not only are they really friendly
and approachable, but they have
been extremely helpful when we have
had queries regarding personnel.
As a small, fledgling business, we
wanted to make sure we had a
professional approach to our HR
management. HRExpress has enabled
us to have just that, but without the
burden of expensive overheads.”
Lucy and Jim Fisher,
Exeter Cookery School

Better for employees, better for business
As number 33 in the Sunday Times’ list of
Best Companies to Work for 2018, we know
what it takes to maximise the potential of your
employees and ensure your HR policies help,
not hinder, your business growth.
Our advice is always clear, relevant and
straight to the point, focusing on practical
action that will benefit your business. As a
large regional firm with a national reputation,
we are regularly recommended in the leading
independent legal guides, Chambers and the
Legal 500.

Tailored to suit your needs

Exceptional service at an affordable price

We’ve chosen to provide HRExpress over three
levels so that it gives you the right level of
support you’re looking for:

We don’t tie you in with a long contract
– just a reasonable, annual fee. At the
end of the year, it’s up to you whether
you want to continue with the service.
We are confident you will, because, with
the exceptional quality of our service and
our bespoke approach to your specific
circumstances, there’s no better way to
enjoy comprehensive, ongoing support.

Safety Net
A light touch option focusing on advice through
our helpline. Prices start at £900 plus VAT for a
year’s membership.
Platinum
More complete support giving access to the
helpline, document health checks and drafting
assistance with templates. Prices start at
£1,200 plus VAT for a year’s membership.
Virtual HR Manager
We effectively take on your HR function and
provide an end to end service, with total freedom
to include the support you need. Prices start at
£4,460 plus VAT for a year’s membership.

In an independent legal survey we come top
for client satisfaction across all categories
including value for money and speed of
response. 96% of our clients say that our
greatest strength is how we treat our clients.
Please get in touch to discover how
HRExpress can provide the HR and
employment law expertise that can help your
business optimise its workforce.

“We have found HRExpress
to be a fantastic, instantly
accessible service giving
sound, objective HR advice.
For a small charity it gives
us confidence in making the
right HR decisions. HRExpress
has been invaluable to our
organisation.”
Chris Szygowski,
Age UK Dudley

Over 200 businesses currently benefit from
the support of our HRExpress service. They
range from those with a handful of employees
to hundreds; those without any in-house HR
function to an entire HR team; those who are
brand new to the service to clients who have
been with us for years. Why don’t you give us a
call and see how we can help you?
HRExpress
•
•
•
•
•

telephone and email helpline support
key documents health check
access to our suite of letters and documents
a dedicated team
legal privilege protection

“The HRExpress team have
become an integrated part
of our business. They offer
invaluable advice on often
complex employment issues
and are always there to assist
on a day to day basis. The
service is simple to use with
fast, comprehensive advice
always available.”
Nina Griggs, Roddas
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